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ABSTRACT

The women's club movement in the South received its
impetus and enjoyed its heyday during the Progressive era in
the United States between the 1890s and World War I.
The
women's club movement was a national phenomenon in which
women stepped out of their traditional roles within the home
and family and into decision-making positions for the benefit
of society and themselves.
American women took with them
into the public sphere a sense of their own ability to reform
and to insure a moral society that had been emphasized in the
cult of true womanhood throughout the nineteenth century.
The origins of southern women's public activism rested
in their involvement in church groups in the nineteenth
century.
Initially, women joined literary clubs.
As women
became more involved in the public sphere, their focus
shifted to clubs working for civic reform.
Some historians
have referred to this involvement in civic reform as
Municipal Housekeeping--in which the traditional female moral
role justified female activism.
This thesis studies a specific southern women's club—
the Williamsburg Civic League— from its founding in 1907 to
its dissolution in 1937.
My primary sources are the minutes
and papers of the League, the papers of long-time club member
Anne T. Chapman, and issues of the local, weekly newspaper,
the Virginia G a z e t t e . The Williamsburg Civic League existed
as a conservative manifestation of both the Progressive era
and the women's club movement, as seen in its programs aimed
at the improvement of education, culture, and health
conditions of the town.
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THE DISTAFF SIDE:

THE WILLIAMSBURG CIVIC LEAGUE,
1907-1937

INTRODUCTION
The woman who plants a tree and cleans the street
in front of her door is a civic club of one.
The woman
who follows her child to school and demands sanitary
conditions in the schoolroom, mental discipline and
moral culture, is a civic club of one.
When from the
home and the school she begins to study the
administration of all public charity and the principle
of government, she is still a civic club of one.
A number of such women banded together make a civic club.

Women's clubs in the United States

1

were vehicles with

which middle- and upper-class women could legitimately expand
their domestic concerns into community interests.

Although

women's clubs began to appear in the 1870s, their membership
and programs thrived during the Progressive movement in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Most women's

clubs started as literary or social clubs, but they gradually
developed into active groups with social concerns and reform
agendas.
The age of progress in the early twentieth century was
associated with the urban middle class, chambers of commerce,
and civic clubs.

Southern social reform diverged from that

of other regions, however;

the South had distinctive

institutions, a one party system of politics, and race
relations fraught with tension.

The origins of the

Progressive impulse in the South during the late nineteenth
century included industrialization, urbanization, and the
growing importance of the middle class; the restructuring of
southern politics around the turn of the century that

2

3
produced a dominant Democratic party and a declining
electorate; and the desire for economic development and
regional rehabilitation.

Southern Progressivism was

conservative, according to historian Dewey Grantham.

It

attempted to modernize the South and Southern institutions
2
without losing regional values and traditions.
Most historians interpret the rise of Progressivism and
the wave of civic reforms at the turn of the century in light
of social upheaval or economic uncertainty.

Richard

Hofstadter describes the reform movement as an effort by a
large part of society to restore economic individualism and
political democracy that,
civic purity.

in turn, would restore morality and

For Robert Wiebe, Progressivism existed as a

search for order in an era disrupted by industrialization,
urbanization, and immigration.

Karen Blair defines club

involvement as the determination of women to make a mark on
the world with concern for social services and civic
3
improvements.

This concern led to Progressive activity.

W o m e n ’s clubs played a dominant role within the local
community as women focused on civic reform.
The w o m e n ’s club movement in the South developed along
the same lines as in the North— from literary and self-help
groups to groups addressing social concerns.

National trends

that influenced southern women's activism included church
groups and temperance societies.
regional level, soldiers'

In many cases on the

relief and ladies' aid societies,

Confederate memorial associations such as the United

4
Daughters of the Confederacy, and historical preservation
groups such as the Association for the Preservation of
Virginia Antiquities acted as precursors to club
4
involvement.
Unlike suffragists, club women did not
challenge the traditional concept of women's natural domestic
and moral traits.
goals.

Instead, they called for more moderate

On the whole, southern women's clubs provided their

members a "middle ground between the too progressive and the
too conservative,

holding neither the aggressiveness of the

suffrage movement nor the limitations of church and charity
5
a ss oc ia ti on s ."
By the 1920s civic clubs agitated on the local level for
reform and improvement.

Clubs often targeted local and state

governments to carry out their agendas.

The politicization

of women through club involvement stemmed from growing
confidence in their organizational and leadership abilities.
Women justified their club activity when it began to diverge
from their earlier church-related benevolence.

Club women

argued that involvement would help, not hurt, their
homemaking duties and that men had less time than did women
6
to deal with community problems.
Furthermore, many women
chose club

work over that of church groups, arguing that

"club work

is also God's work for home— for our land, all who
7

need us."
their role

Leisured, middle-class women also called on
as preserver of ideals and morals within the

family to justify an extension of their sphere of activity
8
the improvement of society.

to

5
Civic clubs combined the motivations behind Municipal
Housekeeping and Progressive reform to achieve their goals of
community improvement.

The idea of Municipal Housekeeping--

women entering the public sphere to provide and insure
cleanliness and order in society— helped expand the proper
and accepted role of women from the household to civic
reform:

"Her house was already attended to; her town next

claimed her loyal broom and dustpan."

In their activities,

civic-minded women combatted corruption and unsanitary
9
conditions.
Local clubs joined with other clubs in the
state to form state federations, which in turn joined the
national body, the General Federation of Women's Clubs
(GFWC),

founded in 1890.

This association of clubs on the

state and national levels set reform agendas for club women.
At the fourth biennial convention of the GFWC in 1898,
club women discussed civic work.

Club activities included

the establishment of protective health leagues, public
libraries, public playgrounds,

free kindergartens, and

10
receptacles for refuse in public streets and parks.

The

typical movement of clubs from the beautification of the home
and surroundings to the reform of public institutions to the
influence in public policy and government gradually drew
women into the public sphere and increased their influence.
The community became an extension of the home in women's
attempt to order and reform society through the call of
Municipal Housekeeping.
A group of dedicated,

community-minded women responded

6

to the call of Municipal Housekeeping In the sleepy village
of Williamsburg,

Virginia,

in the early twentieth century.

In the formation of the Educational and Civic Association
(ECA), or the Williamsburg Civic League as it was more widely
known,

local women attempted to bring progress to the

Williamsburg community.
need in the town.

The group filled the unmet civic

The distaff side of the ECA would satisfy

this need from 1907 to 1937.
dissolution,

By the time of its 1937

other local groups had been organized to take

over the specific objectives and programs from the large and
diversified agenda of the ECA.

7
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CHAPTER I
FORMATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL AND
CIVIC ASSOCIATION
The Educational and Civic Association of Williamsburg,
Virginia,

followed the progression of other civic leagues in

the first decade of its existence.

Initially founded to

address the need for municipal beautification, the group
gradually expanded its programs until it played a vital role
in various aspects of the town— community betterment,

education, culture, and health.

At an informal meeting on

January 25, 1907, a group of 28 Williamsburg women agreed on
the creation of the Village Improvement Society to cooperate
with local businessmen to improve civic conditions.

The

formation of the group anticipated the three hundredth
anniversary celebration of Jamestown in June 1907,

for which

1
Williamsburg was to act as assistant hostess.
Although Williamsburg had played a central role in the
early history of Virginia,

by the turn of the twentieth

century the town had become inconsequential in its size and
impact.

Since the state capital had moved from Williamsburg

to Richmond in 1779, Williamsburg had declined in social and
political importance.

After the capital moved, the

activities of the town "centered around an impoverished
college and the functions of a small county seat."
ravages of the American Revolution and the Civil War

8

The

9
discouraged business enterprise in the town.

The temporary

closing of the College of William and Mary in 1881 marked
"the lowest ebb in Williamsburg's fortunes.”

Near the turn

of the century, the population of Williamsburg hovered around
2
five thousand inhabitants.
During this time, Williamsburg fit the description of a
sleepy, rustic town.

Gladys Bennett Guy, daughter of William

and Mary professor Henry Bennett and ECA member Elizabeth
Bennett, describes Williamsburg in the early twentieth
century.

According to Guy,

few streets in the town were

paved, the majority remaining dirt roads.

On parts of Duke

of Gloucester Street and Richmond Road, the sidewalks were
paved when the street surfaces were not.

The one other

sidewalk in town "went straight to the house of one of the
important councilmen and stopped."

Furthermore,

the city

council declared the street lights on Duke of Gloucester
3
Street unnecessary on moonlit nights.
Other Williamsburg residents growing up around the turn
of the century agreed with Guy's description of the town as a
small, rural community.

Carra Garrett Dillard and Suzanne

Garrett Montague, daughters of an ECA member and a William
and Mary professor, Van F. Garrett, remember the community
activities

in contrast to the leisurely appearance of

Williamsburg.

Dillard recalls:

It [Williamsburg] was sleepy in a way.
Oh the
story got around about the time we forgot the election day
completely; everybody was happy without it.
But I think
among ourselves we weren't quite so sleepy— we had projects
going on, and there was a great deal of social life. 4

10
Virginia novelist Ellen Glasgow visited Williamsburg
around the turn of the century and wrote a novel in 1900
about Kingsborough, a fictional Williamsburg.

Although

Glasgow conceded that there was some activity in
Kingsborough during this time, she saw the town being
essentially the same in the past, present, and future:
In time trivial changes would come to pass.
Tourists would arrive with the railroad; the powder
magazine would turn from a church into a museum; gardens
would decay and ancient elms would fall, but the farmers
and the cows would not be missed from the accustomed
haunts. 5
Suzanne Garrett Montague admitted that cows and pigs
overran Williamsburg.

But at the same time she argued that

the vitality of Williamsburg rested not on its rural
appearance and habits but on its relationship to the College
of William and Mary.

Montague defined the college as the

center of the town's cultural life.

Janet Coleman Kimbrough,

another local resident coming of age in the early twentieth
century and a member of the first class at William and Mary
to admit women, viewed the relationship between town and
college as one of reciprocity.

The college depended on the
6
town for its social life and vice versa.
Guy describes the community formed by the town and the

college in the decades between the turn of the century and
the start of the Restoration in 1927:
It [Williamsburg] was not nearly as drab and
uninteresting and dead a town as most propaganda makes it;
it was a very interesting town.
Any place that has a
college, even a small college, is going to be interesting.
There [were] a great many students and townspeople— there
was no line between the townspeople and faculty— social
lines, or anything else.
We just all belonged to the same

11
7
crowd.
At the time local women formed the Village Improvement
Society, Williamsburg had retained much of its nineteenthcentury rural appearance and close-knit community.
From 1907, with tourists visiting the Jamestown
Exposition, Williamsburg began to experience a revival of
fortune. Tourists continued visiting the town after the
exposition.

Even though tourism to Williamsburg and its

colonial remains increased immediately following 1907, the
town remained for the most part untouched by mainstream
American society and prosperity.

Glasgow describes the

continued isolation of the fictionalized Williamsburg:
Kingsborough persisted still, but it persisted
evasively, hovering, as it were, upon the outskirts of
modern advancement.
And the outside world took note only
when it made tours to historic strongholds, or sent those
of itself that were adjudged insane to the hospitable
shelter of the asylum upon the hill. 8
World War I brought sudden growth to Williamsburg; the
town came into direct contact with the government's war
activities through the nearby Norfolk naval industries.
Williamsburg experienced temporary business activity and
9
prosperity during World War I.
Furthermore, speculation
surrounding the possible construction of a powder works
factory brought a boom to Williamsburg during the war.
William and Mary president Lyon G. Tyler discusses the boom
in the 1916 letter to Rector of the College Robert Morton
Hughes:
The need of the dormitory is emphasized by the fact
that there is a well founded report that the DuPont Powder
Works will establish a plant on the York River about six

12

miles from Williamsburg.
Everybody is wild with excitement
and oftimes are being taken by speculators on all the
property up to Williamsburg, and all down the Main Street.
Should the plant materialize, rent will go up in Williamsburg
to fabulous rates and our students will be forced on us to
care for.
According to Tyler, Williamsburg residents continued to be
"wild on the subject of options and claims" while the boom

10
raged.
Projects undertaken by the newly formed Village
Improvement Society to prepare for the Jamestown Exposition
included the establishment of proper dumping grounds, the
improvement of sanitary conditions, the beautification of
streets and lawns, and the removal of waste paper from the
streets.

Anne Chapman,

long-time member of the group and

author of its condensed history, explained the condition of
the town in 1907 and the reasons behind the formation of the
group:
We were then only a leisurely little village— no roads
worthy of the name; sidewalks on Duke of Gloucester Street
only— and they only but two years old; no lighting system
except a row of kerosene lamps down the middle of the street;
no water and sewage system; no fire protection except one
small engine and a bucket brigade; no concerted action had
been taken to have the city present as attractive an
appearance as possible.
As usual it was the distaff side
that first realized the necessity for prompt action of some
kind. 11
The group was not the only one in the South to claim for
women the initial reform of civic conditions.

According to a

contemporary participant in the club movement,

"The work of

Civic Improvement is one by which the women are waking the
people of the South to the commercial as well as the artistic
value of beauty in our towns, and the importance of perfect

13
12
sanitation being the aim of every place.”
The Village Improvement Society continued its devotion
to beautification and expanded its programs to treat more
aspects of the community after the Jamestown Exposition.

The

constitution of the society defined its objective as the
improvement of Williamsburg in the areas of health,
cleanliness, attractiveness, and order.

The constitution

also laid down the terms of membership,

including not

littering, keeping surroundings neat and attractive, and
13
keeping streets clean.
Throughout its existence, the group
defined its municipal goal as a clean, orderly, sanitary town
preserved through citizens*

cooperation.

This goal appears

in the programs and activities of the club.
The members of the original Village Improvement Society
and the later ECA included both married and single women,
most of whom were between thirty and sixty years of age.

A

majority of the women referred to themselves as homemakers or
housewives.

The familial and marital relationships of the

members connected the ECA to local businesses,
council, and the college.
the ECA include:

the city

Men whose wives became active in

D.G. Tyler,

judge of the circuit court of

Williamsburg and James City County; T.H. Geddy, clerk of the
circuit court; H.S. Bird, member of city council and
professor at the college; Lyon G. Tyler, president of the
college;

H.E. Bennett, Van F. Garrett,

at the college.

J.L. Hall, professors

Also, the daughter-in-law of L.W. Lane,

Sr.— president of city council and chairman of the council's

14
14
finance committee— was an ECA member.

With these

connections to the city council, the college, and other
organizations in the town, the ECA members could target areas
they knew needed improvement and solicit the support of these
men and the institutions they represented.

Furthermore,

since they had marital and familial relationships with
prominent local men, these women were seen as less of a
threat than women undertaking reform on their own.
Association with men to achieve the society's ends
appears in the agreement of businessmen to cooperate with the
group.

The agreement grew out of a public meeting with

citizens presided over by Mayor Warburton in April 1907.

At

the meeting, councilman H.S. Bird presented the aims and work
of the Village Improvement Society.

Both businessmen and

college students pledged their support for and cooperation
with the group.

During the meeting,

Bird indicated the

attitude of city council toward the society and "made a plea
for the overburdened city council who would willingly assist
us in all ways but who were hampered and limited by lack of
funds."

Although the Village Improvement Society and the

later ECA gained the support of the city council,

the women's

group remained financially independent throughout its
e x i s t en c e.
After the meeting the group accepted both men and women
as active and paying members.

The ECA was predominantly

female for its thirty-year existence, but relied on the
association with and cooperation of men.

Although attendance

15
at meetings never reached more than fifteen in its first
year, the group continued its activity, and its influence
gradually increased.

The group could claim 54 active members

by the beginning of 1909.

By November 1907, the society had
15
changed its name to the Williamsburg Civic League.
The Jamestown Exposition gave the middle- and upperclass women of Williamsburg the opportunity to become
involved in one aspect of civic improvement, which they
extended along the lines of other civic leagues.

The primary

concern and goal of the society at its first few meetings was
the purchase of trash cans for the town.

By March 1908, the

group had purchased six trash cans for Duke of Gloucester
Street and had asked merchants to take charge of emptying the
cans on or near their properties.
Historian Mary Beard discusses the relationship between
women's clubs, public health, and Municipal Housekeeping.
According to Beard, clean streets and garbage disposal were
both aspects of the public health campaign undertaken by
women:
As they volunteered to show the wisdom of better
disposal of rubbish and of street flushing, so women are
volunteering to educate the people to desire permanent
cleanliness.
The inherited instincts of the cleanly
housekeeper thus become a valuable municipal asset.
The concern of the group with trash cans appears as a natural
extension of women's housekeeping habits of cleanliness and
order.

Women defined their municipal involvement in terms of

the application of these housekeeping habits to the larger
community, which was hesitant to undertake the tasks of

16
16
public trash disposal and street cleaning.
Although the ECA continued its campaign to purchase more
trash cans for Williamsburg,

the group became

other related projects for trash removal.
was the clean-up campaign.

involved in

One such project

The club recruited help from

other local groups and citizens to clean up the streets
during a day set aside as ”clean-up day."

According to a

contemporary account of women's civic club activity across
the nation, clean-up days were the most popular form of
municipal work.

Women volunteered to supplement the work of

trash contractors, commissioners, and district inspectors
who,

in the eyes of women, were not doing their jobs with
17
regard to trash disposal in towns and cities.
Chapman describes the work involved in clean-up days, as

well as relating a story indicating the relationship between
the races in Williamsburg.

During clean-up days, the group

pressed into service the colored servants, carts, and
horses of any of our members who could provide them.
One
old man reported to his mistress who asked him how he liked
the lady in charge of his section of work, 1 'Dat 'oman she
suttingly boss like a sheriff, and work like a T r o j a c k . '
Even though the club sponsored these clean-up days, much of
the work of cleaning fell to members'

black servants.

Temporary cleanliness, as was the initial goal of the ECA in
their clean-up days, would not remain the primary focus of
civic clubs across the country.

According to Beard,

"The

education of people so that they desire permanent cleanliness
instead of the mere excitement of a spectacular clean-up week
is of the most fundamental concern.

No element in that

17
18
education is too insignificant to deserve attention."
In addition to temporary measures of buying trash cans
and cleaning the streets on certain days, the ECA also worked
to establish a regular weekly collection of trash from the
streets of Williamsburg.

The campaign began early in the

g r o u p ’s existence with a motion at the December 10, 1908,
meeting to appoint a committee to confer with the City Street
Commissioner about the use

of the town cart for carrying

trash off

private property to the dump.

The following

year, the

civic department of the ECA canvassed the town to

determine

the desirability of hiring a man and a cart to

remove g a r b a g e .
Much of the concern with trash removal stemmed from the
fear of the spread of disease.

A talk given on public health

by an authority on hookworm in February 1910 convinced the
club "one of chief duties is to clean up and, harder still,
to keep cleaned up."

The continuing concern with the

permanent, weekly collection of trash appears in a 1916
appeal for a joint petition of the ECA and the Williamsburg
Chamber of Commerce to the Common Council of the city
concerning trash removal.

In the July 9 letter to the

Chamber of Commerce, the ECA stated:
The cans distributed to property owners by the Street
Committee are being faithfully used, but as weekly collections
are limited to the main street, some of our prettiest
residential sections are constantly disfigured by unsightly
piles of rub[b]ish.
It is a mortification to property
owners to have their earnest efforts to make sanitary and
attractive homes come to naught.
Over the years, the ECA came to rely on cooperation with

18
other local groups sharing the same concerns and to lobby
city council to respond to their requests relating to the
19
civic conditions of Williamsburg.
As the influence and programs of the Civic League grew,
the women of the group considered joining forces with the
local Educational Association.

At a March 25, 1909, meeting

women of both groups discussed this merger.
decided overwhelmingly to merge.

The women

Members realized the work

and aims of the two clubs were similar and, by a combination
of funds and forces, each group might strengthen the other.
The reconstituted group took as it name the Educational and
Civic Association.

Other changes that came with the

combination of forces included the increase in annual dues,
the increase in quorum, the decision to follow Robert's Rules
of Order in meetings, and the modification of the group's
object as stated in the new constitution:

the betterment of
20
educational and civic conditions in Williamsburg.
Thus,
the merger between the Civic League and the Educational
Association marked the replacement of Municipal Housekeeping
by civic improvement as the primary concentration of the
group.

The merger also brought more women with the same

goals of reform into one multi-focused group and insured the
increasing influence of Williamsburg women in civic work by
combining funds and membership.

19
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CHAPTER II
PROGRAMS AND DIVISION OP THE EDUCATIONAL
AND CIVIC ASSOCIATION

The programs o£ the Educational and Civic Association
(ECA) from 1909 until the end of 1919 targeted four areas of
Williamsburg life— community betterment, education,
and health.

Aspects of community,

or civic,

culture,

improvement

included continuing trash removal and establishing a water
and sewage system.
The concern of ECA members with health conditions in
Williamsburg was closely related to their civic program of
improving sanitary conditions and their educational program
of teaching citizens about health risks.

Initially, the

ECA's health program was primarily preventative. The group
sponsored various public lectures by doctors and health
experts about health threats and diseases.

In addition to

public education about diseases, which continued throughout
the group's existence, the ECA also worked to improve health
conditions through such projects as the fly campaign,

in

which local children collected flies to reduce the danger of
typhoid in the community.
The ECA viewed its health program self-consciously.

The

group realized the importance of its overall dedication to
community service:

"Our interest in fighting disease showed

itself later in establishing clinics for dental and throat
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operations, selling seals, working for Red Cross membership-and finally leading in the establishment of the permanent
Health Unit for the county."

By selling Red Cross seals with

the help of school children, the ECA raised money for "antituberculosis purposes

in this community."

In connection with

the local educational system, the ECA also established a
school clinic for eye, teeth, and throat examinations.

The

various health campaigns of the ECA complemented its
objective to improve the civic and educational conditions of
Williamsburg through preventative measures and the

1
establishment of local clinics.
In its first decade of existence,

the ECA also worked

for a permanent water and sewage system for Williamsburg.
During the first few years of the ECA, group members
considered the lack of pure water
greatest community problems.

in the town one of the

At the time, the town had

several artisan wells, two of them private.

Before 1915, the

E C A ’s work of improving the water conditions remained on a
small and individual level.

ECA member Edith Smith connected

her well to a hydrant on Francis Street.

She allowed free

use of the well to anyone willing to carry the water to his
or her home.

Smith's donation of the well was the initial

step in the long-range water program of the ECA:
The league followed this action by providing hydrants
on the streets that were connected with other wells.
That
was the beginning of continued effort by the league and
other interested citizens to establish a permanent water
and sewage system. 2
In February 1915, the ECA again turned to association
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with another group to achieve its goals.

At an ECA meeting

various plans for improvements— including better city
streets, cooperation between churches and city, the
construction of a town hall, and a city water system— were
presented.

After the meeting,

the ECA and the Williamsburg

Businessmen's Association appointed a joint committee to
consider the water issue.

Mrs. H.E.

(Elizabeth) Bennett,

chairman of the E CA water committee, presented the paper on
the water system.

According to the Virginia Gazette article

about the meeting,

the paper "brought the matter down to such
3
a practical basis that it was acted upon at once."
The
Gazette editorial,

"Setting Williamsburg Men An Example,"

praised the action of the EC A in the water system issue and
I

urged the town's support for the plan.
The editorial also compared women's activity,
initiative, and ability to the inactivity of men in the civic
improvement of Williamsburg:
contradiction,

we believe,

"It may be said without fear of

that practically every movement

for the upbuilding and welfare of the city had either been
launched by women or consummated by their efforts."

The

editorial further questioned whether men were to turn over
their civic duties to women.
question,

In response to its own

the editorial stated,

"If we are, we are very

fortunate in having a class that appears to be able to
4
shoulder our responsibilities."
Again, the distaff side
took the initiative in civic reform in their agitation for a
water system and in their cooperation with businessmen to
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achieve their goal.

If the G a z e t t e 's reaction is any

indication of public support for women's activity,

the ECA's

initiative received at least some acknowledgement and
commendation of the town.
Following the ECA meeting, Williamsburg men took a more
active role in the campaign for a water system through the
involvement of the Businessmen's Association.

Men who were

involved in the water campaign and whose wives were ECA
members included Dr. H.E. Bennett, Dr. G.W. Brown, and Archie
Brooks.

As evident in the cooperation between Williamsburg

men and women during the water campaign,

"Women's clubs in

the South have brought the women into partnership with their
husbands and brothers in the civic responsibility . . .

of

raising the standard of thought and action about all other
5
'national housekeeping' problems."
Mrs. Bennett's plan
was adopted by the ECA and presented to the Businessmen's
Association.

The joint committee of the two groups decided

the plan was not feasible, however; the plan was based on
private ownership and operation of the water system.
Instead, the joint committee replaced the plan with the
6
recommendation "for bonding the town for a municipal plant."
The bond plan involved the building of a municipal plant for
water, sewage, and lighting with the purchase of $30,000
worth of bonds.

The bonds would run for thirty years at five
7
percent interest and would be free of local taxation.
During the month of March 1915, the bond issue sponsored
by the joint committee of the ECA and Businessmen's
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Association had

been unanimously approved by a mass meeting

of Williamsburg

citizens and had been approved by the city

council.
bill.

The governor had then signed the prepared bond

A March Gazette editorial

approval of the

remarked that the unanimous

bond issue was a positive step of the town

toward progress and improvement:
It is encouraging to know that the people of
Williamsburg are beginning to think along the lines of
progression.
After having spent a century looking
backward, we have resolutely turned our faces toward the
front, courageously facing the future instead of repining
over the past and lost hopes and unrealized dreams.
It
pressages well for Williamsburg that the parting way has
come at last. 8
The women of the ECA played a vital role in the forwardlooking movement in Williamsburg with their initiative,
agitation, and cooperation with other forward-looking
citizens.

The town accepted and welcomed the civic activity

of the ECA because the women directed their energies and work
toward town improvement, not their own personal ends.
EC A members considered their involvement in the public
schools the most active and vital part of their community
program.

The educational aim of the group appeared in a

variety of activities and spread to their creation of the
public library for Williamsburg.

In addition to sponsoring

bird, garden, and musical appreciation contests as a means of
educating children, the ECA also served as the custodian of
the playground fund for the local public schools.

Various

schools requested from the E C A financial aid to purchase
playground equipment and a drinking fountain;
responded generously.

the ECA

The E CA also initiated a hot lunch
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program in the schools as a community and health service.
The ECA played an instrumental role in the creation of the
local Parent-Teacher Association.

Other school-connected

groups the ECA established and supported financially were the
Boy Scouts, the Girl Scouts, and junior leagues, auxiliary
groups of the ECA
In fact, one

in the public schools.
of the earliest activities of the

ECA-

precursor, the Village Improvement Society, was the creation
of junior leagues in public white and black schools in 1907.
The creation of junior leagues by clubs and in cities was a
national phenomenon:
All sections of the country announce the formation of
these children's leagues to assist the women and the city
officials in cleaning-up enterprises, and in carrying home
the messages of prevention and the feeling of public
interest which they have acquired at school.
According to Chapman in her biennial report as recording
secretary in 1909, the ECA considered junior leagues of longrange importance:

"it is [to] them we look for the future

results of our endeavors."
way to train children to
Furthermore,

The group saw junior leagues as a
be useful citizens.

junior leagues aided clubs in carrying out

their community and health objectives in the local schools.
The group also used junior leagues to help in fundraising
activities.

The ECA included both white and black schools in

its programs connected with the public schools.
after the ECA established the public library,
books to both white and black schools.

For example,

it donated

The ECA did not deny

the impact of its educational objective to black schools

in
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its overall effort to benefit the entire community.

The

Virginia Gazette, applauded and encouraged the work of the
EC A with the public schools, citing the Boy Scouts, school
playgrounds, and the library as outcomes of ECA work.

The

E CA raised money for its various educational programs such as
the playground fund, Boy Scouts, and the library by

9
sponsoring various cultural events.
Although the ECA was effective in its programs on the
schools,

the group looked for other ways to exert direct

influence in school policy.

In 1919 the E CA checked the

school board rules concerning the appointment of women to the
board.

Prior to the November 1919 election, women were not

eligible for positions on the school board because they were
not yet officially citizens.

The EC A supported the

appointment of a woman to the school board as soon as
possible.

During 1919 the ECA "agitated the appointment of a

woman on the school board until we succeeded

in having one of

our own members installed as the first woman member."
Indeed, the culmination of the ECA's work with public schools
came with the appointment of Lucy Vaiden, who served on the
board from 1920 until 1924.

Later, another Civic League

member, Mrs. M.W. Foster, served on the board from 1931 until
1947 and filled the chair position from 1933 until 1946.
With these appointments, the ECA could supplement its
indirect educational programs and its civic-minded groups for
children with direct influence on the development and

10
implementation of school policy.
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Of all its programs,

the ECA defined the establishment

of the local public library as its chief work and
accomplishment.

Southern club women had three options in

their work to spread literature in their communities:
association with traveling libraries, establishment of their
own library in small towns,

or cooperation with large,

already established libraries in cities.

The ECA first began

to consider the creation of a library through the State Free
Library Commission in 1908.

The actual development of the

library began in 1909 with a collection of books from
Virginia traveling libraries.

Initially,

the group received

fifty volumes free of cost for six months from the state
commission.

The campaign of the ECA to establish a permanent

library in Williamsburg began in 1910,

largely through the

initiative of Anne Chapman, who later served as librarian.
The library shifted location over the years but initially
resided in rooms in private houses.

The ECA enlarged the

library's collection by ordering books and buying private
libraries at auctions with funds from the group's budget and
local fundraising activities.

The group was solely

responsible for the growth and operation of the library.
By May 1919, when the ECA consisted of 62 members, the
library contained two thousand volumes.

And by 1921, the

number increased to three thousand, although the library was
open only two afternoons a week.

In a letter to fellow ECA

member and librarian, Edith Smith, Chapman explains the lack
of cooperation on the part of city council with regard to the
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ECA-run library:

"I have always felt that the council knows

that so long as we are in Williamsburg we would keep the
library going so it would not appeal to them as would a
project which might mean money in the me r c h a n t s ['] pockets.”
Much of the ECA's work and programs were important not only
for the welfare and improvement of Williamsburg,

but also

because they addressed needs of the community not being met
by the more business-oriented m e n ’s groups and the city
council.

The enthusiasm of the Gazette for the ECA's work

stemmed from this lack of involvement on the part of men in
vital aspects of community life undertaken by women

11
interested in civic and educational betterment.
Various programs of the ECA also enriched the cultural
life in Williamsburg.

In addition to presenting lectures and

plays, the group sponsored concerts and dances.

The largest

cultural contribution of the ECA, however, was the
instrumental role it played in establishing the Swarthmore
Chautauqua in Williamsburg.

The Chautauqua was a type of

traveling show popular in the early twentieth century which
offered audiences a combination of culture and comedy.

The

Chautauqua provided oratory, music, drama, magic, art
lessons, cooking classes,

low comedy, and debates.

In

Williamsburg, the visits of the Swarthmore Chautauqua lasted
from 1914 to 1921 and were important to the cultural life of
the town in the years before "mechanical entertainments.”
The ECA helped start the Chautauqua in 1914 by agreeing to
get 50 "guarantors”— who guaranteed to sell a total of 700
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season tickets— for the event, as well as becoming an
organizational guarantor.

In 1914 the list of guarantors for

the Chautauqua included club members Anne Chapman, Jeanette
Kelly, Elizabeth Coleman, and Edith Smith, who also served on
the Tent Decoration Committee that year.

The ECA continued

its commitment to the annual appearance of the Chautauqua by
12
undertaking the advertising for the event.
The Gazette supported and encouraged attendance at the
Chautauqua throughout its seven year existence in
Williamsburg.

Anticipating the show's first visit, the

Gazette proclaimed:
mark an era.

"' Chautauqua W e e k 1 in Williamsburg will

Probably in all its long and varied history,

the city never witnessed just such an event, one marked with
pleasure, recreation, amusement, entertainment and
instruction."

Having seen the programs and impact of the

Chautauqua the previous year,

in 1915 the Gazette extended an

even more enthusiastic approval of the event:

"It is one of

the most democratic educational Institutions in the country
and meets a demand in a way that is possible with no
institution.

Let the entire Peninsula attend the Chautauqua

and reap the benefits that it offers so easily to be
13
pr o c u r e d ."
The ECA's work with the Swarthmore Chautauqua remained
within the goals of the group because the event played both a
cultural and an educational role within the community.

By

insuring that the Chautauqua would continue visiting
Williamsburg by acting as a guarantor and assisting in other
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ways such as advertising,
community service.

the ECA provided a valuable

This service was not limited to whites;

those active in Chautauqua work extended the impact of the
Chautauqua to blacks.

The Gazette explained the town's

concern with the cultural impact of the Chautauqua on its
blacks residents:
It was ordered that a suitable reservation in the
tent be made for colored people, and the ticket selling
committee was authorized to appoint a sub-committee of
colored people to sell tickets to members of their race.
The guarantors and all connected with the Chautauqua want
the colored people of the city and surrounding county to
have the benefit of this great enterprise, feeling that the
up-lift will help all who attend. 14
Even though those working with the Chautauqua perpetuated the
Jim Crow system in the segregated tent space they offered to
blacks, they nonetheless extended the benefits of Mup-lift"

to both races.

The role o£ the ECA in the cultural life of

Williamsburg in the early twentieth century as seen in its
work with the Chautauqua and its sponsorship of dances,
concerts,

plays, and lectures was important to the primarily

rural and isolated town before the advent of other forms of
e nt er tainment.

During 1915 at the peak of its influence the ECA became
involved in a divisive internal struggle.

The controversy

stemmed from the attempt of the club to revise its
constitution in April.

Initially, ten members protested the

manner through which the rest of the ECA attempted to revise
the constitution.

In response to a letter from protesting
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on April 27, the ECA formed a committee to explain

the revision process.

The committee explained that the

amendment of the constitution was voted on through the motion
to revise.

The explanation stressed that the protesting

members had had a number of opportunities to prevent the
15
r e vision.
At the May business meeting, the ECA received an answer
to the committee's explanation from the seceding members and
an explanation of their protest.

The protesting members did

not oppose the actual proposed changes, but the method
through which the group preceded to revise the constitution.
According to the protesting group:
Article VI of our constitution means, if it means
anything at all, that proposed changes in the constitution
must be presented specifically and concretely to the
organization at two successive meetings, and the changes
must receive a two-thirds vote at each meeting (their
emphas i s ).
The protestors argued that the only legal step taken by the
ECA was the decision to change the constitution, which was
different from the act of changing it.

The actual act of

revising the constitution by the ECA was contrary to its own
constitution and its decision to follow the parliamentary
procedure of Robert's Rules of Order.

Since the constitution

was revised through a method other than that outlined in
Article VI of its constitution,

the protestors believed they
16
had no option but to resign from the ECA.
The concern of both factions of the EC A with following
the group's constitution and Robert's Rules of Order
indicates a certain degree of professionalism among the
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women.

This professionalism most likely served to legitimate

the EC A in the eyes of its members, who tried to adhere to
male standards of procedure.
its goal of civic improvement,

Although the group focused on
it also attempted to maintain

the correct procedure to run its meetings, elect officers,
and revise its constitution.

The protestors saw the group's

method of revising the constitution as a breach of correct
procedure and thus a rejection of the ECA's dedication to
professional behavior.
Discussion of the resignations of protesting members
came up at the May 19, 1915, business meeting of the ECA.
Initially, the ECA refused to accept the resignations,
maintaining that the constitution had been revised under
Article VI.

The protestors, by this time numbering fifteen,

responded by resubmitting their resignations.

Neither

faction within the ECA would compromise their interpretation
of Article VI.

While the remaining members staunchly

supported the revision procedure, the protesting members
could neither justify nor accept the revision method and left
the group.
The ECA finally accepted the resignations, and the
president announced the revised standing committees effected
by the resignation of fifteen members.
the treasurer, Mrs. C.E. Hubbard,

In addition to losing

the ECA also lost Mrs. H.E.

Bennett, who at the time was chairman of both the education
department and the water committee, and Mrs. D.G. Tyler, who
had served as chairman of the joint ECA-Businessmen's
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Association water committee.

At least twelve other active

17
ECA members also resigned during the revision controversy.
Not only was the group divided by the controversy, but
it also received the censure of the Gazette for the division.
Initially, the Gazette remained objective in reporting the
split and the possible resignations.

An April 22, 1915,

article explained the movement of a number of members to
amend the constitution in order "to change the method of
conducting the two departments, each of which has been
working under separate heads, but the same body."

The

revision of the constitution appeared to be an attempt to
make the ECA a more unified body containing both educational
and civic departments and encompassing both educational and
civic objectives.

The Gazette voiced its concern with the

possible split in the ECA:

"They have accomplished a great

deal of good and it will be generally regretted that its
power for good work has been lessened by a wrangle over
nonessentials."
The ECA members did not see the constitutional debate as
a wrangle over nonessentials,

but as an attempt to preserve

the professionalism and legitimacy of the group.

The Gazette

denied the importance of the group*s concern with
professionalism in its editorials.
concern,

While voicing its

the Gazette also reminded the group that its

objective of community service should not be disrupted by
internal conflict.

Before the actual resignation of

protesting members, the Gazette issued mild warnings about
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the effect of a division on the workings and objectives of
18
the ECA.
When the split in the ECA became inevitable, the
G a z e t t e 's warnings became stronger.

A October 7, 1915,

editorial argued that such harmony was a desirable condition
in a community and that the town had no use for division and
competition within and among groups.

The editorial stated:

In a small town like Williamsburg we have only too
few men and women who are willing to make sacrifices for
the benefit of the whole community, and it is to be
regretted that the one organization that has sought to lift
Williamsburg out of its old dead self has fallen into
unhappy divisions that have rent it and seemingly torn it
asunder.
The Gazette also urged that if a new group were formed by the
EC A protestors it should "renew allegiance to the association
that has done so much for this city and in whose work and
accomplishments there is glory enough for all."

By

encouraging cooperation instead of competition between the
E C A and any group stemming from the division, the Gazette
stressed the importance of organizations working for the
improvement of Williamsburg.
The newspaper voiced the larger concern of the community
with the division of the E C A — the concern that the group
would lose sight of its objective during the controversy and
would not be able to continue to work effectively for the
civic and educational improvement of Williamsburg.

This

concern was especially strong in 1915, the same year the ECA
had campaigned for the long-needed water and sewage system
for the town.

The Gazette put priority on continued
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improvement efforts to be undertaken by the group and any
other civic groups formed, and urged the group not to get
side-tracked with internal conflict.

Soon after the fifteen

members resigned, the ECA attempted to boost its membership
by inviting "all those interested in the civic and
educational development of the city" to a dinner planned by
the ECA.
The Gazette also reported the creation of a new woman's
group by the protesting ECA members in October 1915.

Thirty-

eight Williamsburg women attended the first meeting of the
Williamsburg Woman's Club.

Officers in the new group who had

been ECA members included President Mrs. Van F. Garrett,
First Vice-President Mrs. H.E. Bennett, Corresponding
Secretary Mrs. D.G. Tyler, and Recording Secretary Mrs. W.H.
Keeble.

According to the G azette, the specific work of the

Woman's Club would be educational,
"whatever

but group would also do

is for the good of Williamsburg."

Although the new

group became involved in both educational and civic work, the
19
Woman's Club placed priority on educational work.
Possibly the members who had resigned from the ECA did not
want to repeat the ECA's difficulty of working with both an
educational and civic department within one organization.
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CHAPTER III
PROGRESSIVISM,

SUFFRAGE, AND CITIZENSHIP

DURING THE 1920S
The Progressive impulse which motivated the founders of
the Village Improvement Society in 1907 continued on the
local level in southern states throughout the 1920s.
According to historian Anne Firor Scott, the activism of
southern women, especially in their various campaigns for
social legislation,

contributed to the concept of state

responsibility for public welfare during the 1920s.

Even

though the Progressive impulse continued on the local level
following World War I, many women's clubs shifted from reform
groups to social organizations.

Lois Banner states that the

General Federation of Women's Clubs managed with some
difficulty to stir up members'
legislation.

interest in reform

The enthusiasm of the GFWC for Progressive

reform reached its peak in 1920-1924.

The 1922 program of

the GFWC called for a child labor amendment, enforcement of
prohibition, the creation of a federal department of
education,

independent citizenship for women, and regulation

1
of billboards.
In 1924, the ECA changed its name to the Williamsburg
Civic League.
League

Much of the energy of the Williamsburg Civic

during the 1920s and 1930s focused on lobbying the

Virginia legislature and the U.S. Congress for the passage of
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reform laws.

After women gained the vote in 1920, the Civic

League followed the lead of the GFWC and the Virginia
Federation in consciously defining the duties of citizenship
to include such lobbying efforts.
Overall,

the activism of the women of the Civic League

throughout the club's existence falls within historian William
O'Neill's definition of "Social Feminism."

The model of

social feminism set up by O'Neill and historian J. Stanley
Lemons includes all public activities of women during the
Progressive era— welfare,

education, and labor reform— but

excludes suffrage campaigning.

Women involved in municipal

civic reform, clubs, settlement houses, and labor activism
come within the social feminism category.

O'Neill

distinguishes between feminists and social feminists by
looking at their priorities.

While feminists made the

achievement of individual opportunities for women their
primary objective, social feminists placed their priority on
2
service to others and society.
Municipal housekeepers'

focus on social reform stemmed

from the traditional idea of the woman's sphere that included
home, motherhood, and the health, education, and welfare of
children.

J. Stanley Lemons argues that social feminism

initially developed out of local and state issues around the
turn of the century.

Social feminists tended to direct their

energies toward a variety of problems on a variety of levels,
according to Lemons.

After cooperating with other women in

an essentially unified movement to attain suffrage and then
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achieving this goal, social feminists returned to their
•'previous interests and multiple purposes” during the
3
1920s.
Historian Nancy Cott discounts O'Neill's broad
definition of social feminism.

According to Cott, O'Neill

undermines the usefulness of the categories hard-core
feminism and social feminism by making these terms mutually
exclusive.
exclusivity.

Cott discusses the problems with this
First,

the membership of hard-core feminist

suffrage groups often overlapped with that of organizations
described as social feminist such as the GFWC,

the Women's

Christian Temperance Union, and the Young Women's Christian
Association.

Second, the use of social feminism as an

overarching term "neither deals with the broad political
spectrum from left to right that women's politics occupied
(as men's did) nor recognizes that women's loyalties and
alliances outside of feminism shaped their woman-oriented
activities.”

Third, social feminism as a category derives

from feminism and, at the same time, denies the rise of
feminism as a distinctive,

self-named movement of women in

the early twentieth century.

Finally,

hard-core and social

feminism models ignore interaction with political
developments of the time.

Cott concludes that social

feminism cannot be defined as a continuous orientation over
4
time distinct from hard-core feminism.
Cott also stresses the need to rethink the area of
women's civic, reform, and political

ideas.

She outlines
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three aspects of consciousness related to women*s public
activism:

feminism,

consciousness.

female consciousness, and communal

Female consciousness stems from women's

common tasks as a socially constructed mindset.
consciousness

involves the solidarity with men and women of

the same group, be it class,
nationality.

Communal

ethnicity, religion, race,

According to Cott, these categories recognize

women's range of convictions:
Feminist consciousness has been singled out, justly,
by historians, where female and communal consciousness have
not, because feminist consciousness is clearly
oppositional, reformist, or revolutionary, while female
consciousness and communal consciousness are intrinsic to
women's identity in the social order and more ordinarily
serve stasis than change. 5
A mix of Cott's female and communal consciousness motivated
ECA members:

club members recognized and applied their

housekeeping habits and organizational capacity to improve
their community.

Cott suggests Municipal Housekeeping

instead of social feminism as a more appropriate and specific
term to describe the organized efforts of women to assure

6
public health, sanitation,

and children's welfare.

The Civic League never adopted a feminist attitude.
Local women formed the group to improve and serve the town
with its civic, cultural, and educational programs.
Throughout its duration,

the Civic League maintained service

to the community as its primary goal.

Many municipal

housekeepers supported suffrage because it would allow women
a better position from which to agitate for reform.

Even

when granted suffrage and registered to vote, Civic League
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members used their new citizenship role not to advance
themselves individually but to expand their influence in
order to enhance the group*s programs and services.
Furthermore, the group*s efforts to lobby various government
bodies to pass legislation demonstrated their Municipal
Housekeeping dedication to serving the community.

The

legislation supported by the Civic League insured the
maintenance of an ideal town or attempted to improve the
working conditions of women and children exploited by
bus iness.
Club women saw this variety as an important benefit of
club involvement:
There are many societies for nearly every purpose
under the sun, but to my mind the women's clubs offer
the best medium for those public spirited women who wish
to co-operate in all movements "looking towards the
betterment of life." Club life offers definite programs of
work for women of all ages, tastes and previous
educational advantages.
Its work covers practically every
phase of human interest, and its organizations, local,
state and national are so built as to offer opportunity for
united effort in all important movements, so in building up
our clubs we are working for the general good of the
public. 7
Such was the course of the Williamsburg Civic League during
the 1920s and 1930s.

The programs of the group continued to

touch a variety of aspects of the town.

During the 1920s,

local club women relied on the obligations of their new
citizenship to expand their influence on issues affecting the
community.

At the same time, the Civic League followed the

lead of the GFWC and the Virginia Federation in an effort to
gain recognition for homemakers and to improve homemaking
conditions.

Finally, through federation, discussed in the
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next chapter,

the Civic League attempted to localize

issues

of concern to national and state groups and, through various
campaigns,

work to perpetuate their ideals for Williamsburg.

General and state federations took stances on issues
that local groups often adopted.
issue.

Woman suffrage was such an

Clubs were generally more conservative than other

groups such as the Equal Suffrage League of Virginia

(founded

in 1909) on the state level and the National American W o m e n ’s
Suffrage Association on the national level. Suffrage
gradually gained support, however;

supporters of women's

voting rights targeted the club movement in their campaign.
By 1914, the General Federation endorsed the federal suffrage
amendment;

by 1919 the Virginia state federation endorsed the

amendment.

Yet in the 1920 state campaign for ratification,
8
Virginia failed to adopt the amendment.
Before the suffrage amendment achieved ratification,

the

Virginia Gazette addressed the issue of whether the Virginia
legislature would ratify the amendment and stated,

"This

paper doubts if a majority of the white women of Virginia
favor woman suffrage."

Although initially skeptical of the

passage of the amendment, within the year the newspaper came
to encourage local women to register and vote.

The G a z e t t e 's

concern with registration stemmed from the apparent
hesitation of local women "in qualifying themselves to cast a
ballot."

The Gazette feared this local hesitation might

become a national phenomenon.

In a September 1920 editorial,

the Gazette reminded women of the duties of their new
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citizenship:
Although women did not invite this condition, as
good citizens they must share the responsibility with other
good women and men, and to do that must register and when
the time comes, cast their ballots. . . . Every woman of
voting age owes it to herself and to her country to cast a
ballot in all elections, and to understand the questions
before them, and to vote intelligently. 9
Members of the Civic League, sharing the G a z e t t e 's and the
Virginia Federation's definitions of the duties of
citizenship as registering, knowing the issues, and voting
their convictions, started to register to vote in 1920.

By

the end of 1921, at least ten of the core and long-standing
members of the group had registered— which entailed passing
an exam and paying a poll tax.

Members continued to register

throughout the 1920s; by 1929, at least twenty-seven had

10
registered.

(See Appendix I for a list of the Civic

League's registered voters.)
The Civic League carried over this definition of a
knowledgeable and intelligent citizen from voting to other
methods of influence such as studying government and lobbying
governing bodies.

The study of local and state government by

women's groups helped educate new voters to their
responsibilities.

In 1922 the Civic League created a

Citizenship Committee to "investigate all legislative,
elective and administrative questions pertaining to city,
county, state and nation, to report the same to the
A s s( oc ia t io n] and act as directed by the organization."
Civic League members studied government on the local, state,
and national levels in order to influence public policy:
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"Realizing that with our privileges we have real duties and
obligations we have tried to become more intelligent about
them and have used our influence in instructions to our
representatives as to bills which have come up in the

11
legislature the past winter."

Previously, club women had

justified attempts to influence local and state bodies with
their domestic, maternal, and moral roles.

Once they had the

power of the vote, however, women shifted their justification
of attempted influence to that of intelligent voters and
dedicated citizens.
The Civic League supported reform legislation aimed at
improving the working conditions of women and children.
instance,

For

in 1922-1923 the group endorsed all bills

introduced by the Children's Code Commission.

During the

same period, Cornelia Adair— teacher and treasurer of the
National Education Association— addressed the group and
reviewed various bills affecting women and children that
would be presented to the state legislature.

The bills

included issues such as juvenile and maternal pension laws,
working conditions of children, and conditions and hours of
women's work.

The only related bill discussed that the Civic

League firmly opposed was the Equal Rights Amendment.

An

article covering the Civic League meeting in the Newport News
Daily Press w a r n e d :
[It] is a bill which must be carefully considered
by women as it sounds better than it really is.
The
National Woman's Party is planning to use Virginia as the
first Southern state in which to introduce the bill for
placing "women upon an equality before the law with men."
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If it is passed it will do away with all laws for the
protection of women which have been so carefully and
laboriously built up during the past years and will have
its bad effect upon future generations.
At its February 1923 business meeting, the Civic League
reported it had sent letters to its representatives about
various bills,

including a letter stating the group's

disapproval of the "blanket bill,” or ERA.

Opponents of the

E RA— introduced in 1923 by the National Woman's P ar ty — argued
that women had special needs, especially in the work place,
and that the benefits of protective legislation outweighed

12
any discrimination stemming from special treatment.
In addition to lobbying legislatures and endorsing or
rejecting bills brought to the group's attention, a form of
local association through which Civic League members applied
their new citizenship was the Council Committee.

Created

soon after women gained the right to vote, the Council
Committee consisted of Civic League members who attended city
council meetings.

Many women's organizations in the 1920s

sent representatives to city councils,

legislatures, and

court sessions as a way to educate themselves and to increase
their local influence. The ECA considered this alliance both
educational and important:
Altho we have strictly adhered to our plan of going
with no axes to grind we have found that such communication
as we have sent thro their regular channels have been
treated with respect and consideration and we believe that
both Council and Assoc have thro these meetings come to a
better mutual understanding. 13
Attendance at these meetings enhanced women's education as
citizens as they learned about local governance.

Suffrage
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and citizenship allowed Civic League members to expand their
local influence by attending and following council meetings
and by allying the Civic League with local governmental
bodies.
During the 1920s, the efforts of the Civic League and
many women's clubs extended in two directions.

One aspect of

club involvement concentrated on public activism and
influence of new citizens through lobbying.

At the same

time, another aspect of club involvement focused on
homemaking.

In 1924, the GFWC created the American Home

department to win public recognition of the importance of
homemaking as a profession and to provide education and
training for prospective homemakers.

Both of these goals

were directed at improving the methods and equipment for
homemaking and at making homemakers conscious of their
economic role.

In 1927, the GFWC set goals for the American

Home departments of state federations:

to place emphasis

on the need for more and better home equipment and to secure
recognition of homemakers and home equipment in the 1930
14
census.
The members of the Civic League had recognized early
their economic role in their families and the community.
In 1919-1920 the group conducted an investigation of a firm
of local grocers accused of hoarding and unfair pricing
during a sugar shortage in the town.

Although the Executive

Committee disapproved of the firm's variation of prices for
different customers, the committee reported the charge of
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hoarding could not be upheld.

In taking on this

investigation, the Civic League provided a civic service
based on members' domestic role.

The Virginia Gazette

commended the group's investigation stating that only through
women's efforts would there be reform of practices such as
hoarding or unfair pricing.
The newspaper also encouraged further attempts by the
two local women's clubs to curb advancing prices:
Being the largest spenders of household money and
being in position to see the direct effect of constantly
increasing prices, our women can bring about normal
conditions if they will continue their campaign. 15
In a sense, the acceptance of the obligations to their
community within their economic role paralleled the duties of
citizenship:

by being knowledgeable about the conditions and

workings of the local economy and government, women of the
Civic League could insure the maintenance of a town
ordered on their municipal ideal.

In fact, club women made a

direct connection between homemaking and citizenship.
Speaking at the Sixth District convention of the Virginia
Federation in October 1923, director of the GFWC Mrs. Allison
Hodges defined homemaking as the first and greatest
opportunity for women.

Hodges argued that homemaking

required knowledge of other professions and local concerns.
Their concerns as homemakers led many women to their interest
16
in politics.
The Civic League followed the general and state
federations'

lead in its dedication to the ideal of

homemaking.

The group created a Homemaking Committee in
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1928.

By 1936, there were sixteen members of that committee.

The subjects studied by the committee varied from home
decoration to housekeeping techniques.

For instance,

in

1929-1930 the committee presented reports on furniture,
historical homes, paintings,

foods, pewter, and copper.

Responding to the pressures of the Depression,

in 1932 the

committee emphasized the idea of the efficient home and
17
studied textiles, art for the home, and food.
Furthermore,

the County Home Demonstration Agent, Mabel

Massey, who gave demonstrations of household equipment and
homemaking techniques, was a member of the Civic League.
The ideas of Municipal Housekeeping facilitated the
shift from women's activism based solely on the female role
as housekeeper to include the responsibility of citizenship.
The increasing emphasis placed on women's citizenship
following the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment
insured the expansion of women's role in the public sphere.
As citizens, club women could concentrate on legislation and
events outside their immediate communities that might
affect some aspect of traditional female concern--the welfare
of women and children, sanitation, public health, municipal
reform, morality.

With the vote, Civic League members added

lobbying and voting to the earlier instruments of cooperation
and persuasion used to improve the Williamsburg community.
At the same time women's citizenship role expanded, club
women maintained their connection with the home by
establishing the American Home department of the GFWC and
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local committees on homemaking.

Even when gaining influence

through the vote, women continued to rely on their
traditional housekeeping activity.

For the most part, Civic

League members considered themselves homemakers

(see Appendix

I) and based their citizenship on that perception.

The vote

helped transfer their community ideals of cleanliness,

order,

morality, and stability to state and national issues.

The

vote did not necessarily help improve the conditions of club
members'

immediate community.

with them citizenship,

Although the vote provided

Civic League members'

community

activism still rested on the ideas of Municipal Housekeeping.
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CHAPTER IV
FEDERATION ON THE LOCAL,

STATE, AND NATIONAL LEVELS

On the local level, the Williamsburg Civic League used
various means to associate with other citizens* groups to
coordinate interests or increase its influence within the
community.

Early on, the Civic League cooperated with local

groups to achieve specific goals or to enhance certain
programs.

The groups the League cooperated with often had

the same or similar conceptions of community or goals for the
town.
Throughout the existence of the Civic League,

its

members joined other primarily female groups, which extended
their influence,

interests, and connections outside the

limits of civic and educational improvement.

Recognizing the

increased Influence and responsibility and valuing the
contributions of local women,

various local-interest

committees appointed Civic League members.

The Civic League

itself created local club federations to carry out state and
national federation goals in their areas.
means,

Through these

the Civic League played a vital role in assuring the

development of an ideal town based on community cooperation,
in promoting the restoration of Williamsburg beginning in
1927, and in aiding the larger campaigns of the Virginia
Federation of Women's Clubs and the General Federation of
Women's Clubs.
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Local groups that the early Civic League cooperated with
included the Businessmen's Association, the chamber of
commerce, the college,

junior leagues, and the Woman's Club.

In conjunction with these groups, the Civic League campaigned
for civic and educational improvement, sponsored events and
lectures, and carried out its aims.

Even though the Woman's

Club was created out of the division within the League, the
two groups— often sharing the same or similar goals—
frequently cooperated to achieve specific ends.
In fact, the Gazette encouraged this cooperative
relationship.

An October 2, 1919, editorial suggested

the two groups cooperate

to reduce the high cost of

the town,

together, with one purpose, they can

for "by acting

be effective, a powerful
connection."

living in

force for the good in this

This editorial paralleled the earlier

of the Gazette to the Civic League division.

reaction

The newspaper

again encouraged cooperation between all civic groups working
for the good of the town and stated that community-minded men

1
would follow the civic initiative of active women.
Association on the local level strengthened and insured many
of the programs and objectives of the club by increasing the
number of people working together for the same goals.
Groups that Civic League members joined on the local
level included the Daughters of the American Revolution
(DAR), the Association of American University Women (AAUW),
and the Association for the Preservation of Virginia
Antiquities

(APVA).

All these groups had local chapters by
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1930.

ECA members in the APVA included Lottie Garrett,

Elizabeth Coleman, Mrs. L.W. Lane, Jr., and Edith Smith;
Civic League members in the local DAR included Mrs. C.E.
Friend and Mrs. H.C. Krebs; and by 1930 the AAUW had a local
2
chapter with Jeanette Kelly serving as state president.
The APVA worked to preserve historic sites and places in the
state of Virginia.

The local chapter was active

efforts to restore Williamsburg.
precursor,

in early

Both the DAR and the AAUW-

the Association of Collegiate Alumnae, appeared on

the national scene in the 1880s and 1890s.

The Association

of Collegiate Alumnae was created to maintain high standards
for w o m e n ’s education and to provide female college graduates
with a sense of community and identity.

The DAR existed as a

hereditary,

patriotic organization formed because the Sons of
3
the American Revolution excluded women.
Involvement and
membership in other local women's groups provides a good
indication of the class and interests of Civic League
members.
class,

The average member came from the middle- or upper-

various members participated in some kind of group
/

that focused on patriotic activities or historic
preservation, and many of the women supported higher
education for women.
The Civic League continued to rely on cooperation with
the Williamsburg Garden Club,

once a committee of the League.

The discussion over whether to separate the Garden Committee
from the League began in 1925.

At that time, the League

decided the committee would remain part of the larger group
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but would have some degree of autonomy with regard to its
meetings.

By 1929, the attitude toward a subordinate

committee changed.

At a meeting in February of that year,

chairman of the Garden Committee reported the c o m m i t t e e ’s
decision to form a separate club.

When she resigned from the

Civic League, chairman Mrs. L.W. Lane stated:
Most of the members of the Committee agreeing Cs i c ]
that more effectual work could be done as a regular Garden
Club than as a department of the Civic League.
I make this
suggestion in the hope that the new club will have the
backing, good will, and co-operation of the members of the
Civic League. 4
After the split, the Civic League and the Garden Club did
cooperate in various efforts to beautify the town.

In

effect, the Garden Club took over one aspect of the Civic
L e a g u e ’s goals, that of beautification of yards and gardens
to make Williamsburg more attractive.
In addition to participating in other groups,
cooperating with similar groups, and lobbying bodies such as
the City Council, Civic League members also played a vital
role on community committees.

On May 16, 1927, the Civic

League suggested to the City Council the establishmant of a
city planning commission "looking to the civic betterment of
Williamsburg."

This desire to institutionalize the goals of

the League to beautify and order the town was answered in
early 1930 with the creation of the planning and zoning
commission of Williamsburg.

The City Council formed the

commission to solve problems of landscape gardening and the
planned zoning system;

issues involved in the city

beautification project included boulevards, underground wires
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for electric and telephone capabilities,
grounds.

sewers, and public

The mayor of Williamsburg requested representatives

from the two local civic organizations,

the Civic League and

the Garden Club to serve on the commission.

President of the

Civic League Mrs. H.C. Krebs and president of the Garden Club
5
Mrs. L.W. Lane joined the commission in 1930.
Another local committee of women was formed around 1930.
The Advisory Committee on Restoration was created to discuss
Restoration work going on in Williamsburg.

Civic League

members serving on this committee at various times

included:

Mrs. George P. Coleman (wife of the mayor in 1931), Elizabeth
Coleman, Mrs. Van Garrett, Mrs. Hubbard, Mrs. L.W. Lane, Jr.,
Mrs. C.E. Friend, Mrs. E.G. Swem, Emily Christian, Mrs. H.D.
Cole, Estelle and Cora Smith, and Jeanette Kelly.

According

to a November 13, 1931, Gazette article:
This committee is a voluntary membership composed
of prominent women in Williamsburg, Richmond and nearby
Peninsula points, whose duty it is to advise with the
Restoration officials and architects in regard to the
designing of and decorating old Colonial homes and public
buildings to be restored. 6
The involvement of Elizabeth Coleman and Mrs. L.W. Lane, Jr.,
in the APVA and the general interest of most Civic League
members in town beautification and, by extension, historic
preservation made them natural choices to serve on the
restoration committee.

In fact, the involvement of these

women in various local groups and their overall
dedication to the Civic League conception of an ordered,
attractive town prepared Williamsburg for its evolution
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during the restoration that began in 1927.

Appointments of

Civic League members to both the planning and zoning
commission and the committee on restoration extended their
influence and institutionalized their objectives for
Williamsburg.
The local federated bodies created by or joined by the
Civic League included the County Advisory Board of Women's
Clubs

(1923) and the James City County Council of Women's

Clubs

(1927).

At the February 20, 1923, meeting Civic

League member Mabel Massey moved that four area women's
clubs--the Civic League and the women's clubs of Toano,
Jamestown, and Norge— should form an advisory board of
women's clubs.

This board was organized the next month with

Anne Chapman and Elizabeth Scott Crawford serving as the ECA
representatives.

According to a report on the advisory board

by Crawford, the four clubs on the board "represent over 2/3
7
of the white women in the county."
The board served to
coordinate the activities and programs of local clubs.

Other

citizens recognized the benefit of this area club
coordination;

in 1923 the board of directors of the planned

Peninsula Fair asked the women's advisory board to provide
8
various services for the fair.
The Civic League recognized the value of forming local
federated bodies and joining state and national federations:
"We, as intelligent persons have realised that we must think
and act in terms of our Country,

State, Nation and even the

whole world if we would best serve our immediate locality."
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And according to the 1923 annual report of the group,
alliances such as the county advisory board and the Virginia
Federation "served to strengthen our desire for service to
9
our community."
The League members felt empowered by
local, state, and national federations to carry out their
objectives on the local level.

Not only did federations

provide local groups with the incentive and national goals of
civic improvement,

but they also extended club interest to

issues outside the locality of interest to female citizens.
The James City County Council existed as another such
local federation in which the Civic League played a role.
The Council, created in 1927, consisted of members of clubs
from Jamestown, Toano, Norge,

Scotch Broom, and Williamsburg.

Civic League president Jeanette Kelly served as the chairmen
of the council in 1927.

That same year,

the council

campaigned to improve the area bus service for school
children.

Furthermore,

in 1928, the County Council asked the

Williamsburg library--still operated by the Civic League— to

extend its work to the country and to cooperate with the
10
County Library Service in its work.
Council,

Through the County

local club women attempted to address and resolve

issues of concern in the county.

Instead of extending their

influence outside of the area as they did through state
federations,

in the County Council women of the Williamsburg

Civic League concentrated their efforts in order to improve
county conditions that affected their various programs,
the library to public schools.

from
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During its existence,

the Civic League also relied on

association with state and national organizations.

The Civic

League worked to federate itself with such national bodies as
the National Civic Association and the Red Cross in order to
aid civic improvement and specific programs.

Federation also

created a consciousness of national womanhood.
women's club movement,

Within the

the Civic League joined the Virginia

Federation of the General Federation of Women's Clubs during
the state federation's 1921-1923 biennial period.

The role

and meaning of women's clubs in Virginia appears in
N o rth in gt on 's description of the formation of the state
federation:
To the Commonwealth it has meant, beginning in 1907
with 683 women, the forceful drive, the singleness of
purpose of a constant aim of improvement of the well being
of its people.
And since 1907, with few exceptions, the
federation has met those aims, through establishment of
libraries, the creation of a broader educational program
and other cultural advantages; . . . The organization has
helped quicken citizen's pride in their state. 11
Federation with both state and national bodies of women's
clubs brought local groups such as the Civic League into the
larger program of reform undertaken by similar women's groups
across the nation.

Thus, the agenda for civic and

educational reform of women's groups existed as a national
p he n o m e n o n .
The publication the Virginia Club Woman brought state
federated clubs together on various issues and programs.

The

magazine provided reports of individual clubs and districts
and set goals for all state clubs and districts.

In a 1930

letter to the Sixth District of the Virginia Federation,
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which included James City County and the Williamsburg civic
League, district chair Mrs. Hugh Chaffee listed the goals
that clubs should strive for:

continuation of the Student

Loan Fund, the beautification of highways, and club
12
extension.
The Civic League responded favorably to these
objectives and undertook campaigns in which the club members
donated to a district scholarship fund, waged a battle to rid
Williamsburg roads of billboard advertising, and participated
in an attempt to coordinate the activities and goals of
various area women's clubs.

Another major goal set by the

state and national federations that the Civic League adopted
was the control of the motion picture

industry.

One aspect of the continuation of the Progressive era on
the local level during the 1920s appears
educational reform.

in the commitment to

Historian Raymond Pulley defined reform

efforts in Virginia in this period as an educational
renaissance.

Pulley also notes that many educational and

social reformers focused their attention on female
13
education.
With regard to the Virginia federation's
educational efforts, Northington states:

"Following the

first suggestion that the federation assist
white girls' attend college, a prime purpose

'poor southern
in the field of

education has been the practical application of that
14
d e s i r e ."
This impulse motivated the Sixth District of the
Virginia Federation to establish the Fannie F. Stearnes
Student Loan Fund in 1926.

At the May 3, 1927, regular
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meeting of the Civic League, Mrs. Lila Swem— the club member
who served as a delegate to the district meeting about the
student loan--described the scholarship.

The loan would be

given to a girl living within the Sixth District who wanted
to attend the College of William and Mary.

The student would

receive $120 per year without interest and had to meet the
requirements of graduating from an accredited high school and
receiving the endorsement of her principal and the president
of a federated club within the district.

The Civic League

voted to contribute $25 to the fund and continued its
15
financial commitment in the succeeding years.
The state federation commended the Sixth District for
the establishment of the scholarship "which gives the helping
hand, when most needed to some girl, that she may continue
her education and thus fit herself— by her increased
knowledge— to be a finer woman, a wiser home maker and a more
valuable citizen."

According to the Virginia Club Woman,

1926-1927, seventeen clubs
the fund; by 1927-1928,

in the district had contributed to

twenty-eight clubs,

Civic League, had contributed.

including the

The Sixth District decided in

1928 to fund a second girl when the first one attending
17
William and Mary began to pay back the loan.
In its campaign to limit roadside advertising in
Williamsburg,

in

the Civic League again followed the lead of

both the GFWC and the Virginia Federation.

The GFWC began

"an uphill battle against ugly roadside advertising"
early 1920s, according to a study of women's service

in the
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organizations conducted by Valborg Fletty.

Groups on the

state and local level also carried out this campaign in the
1920s and

1930s.

An article in a 1930 issue of the Virginia

Club Woman made the billboard issue a vital local concern:
It is now time for the people of Virginia to wake to
the fact that the beauty and charm of Virginia are fast
giving way to ugly commercialism.
An asset which belongs
to all the people, an assest of immeasurable value, is
being sacrificed for the benefit of the few.
The threat of billboards to the beauty of rural Virginia
served as an effective impetus for local civic groups, many
of them,

including the Williamsburg Civic League, dedicated

to cleanliness and beautification of their localities.

The

article also set a course for the state federation to follow.
First, clubs would work to make rural billboards unpopular so
advertisers would stop using them, and, second, clubs would
lobby the legislature to obtain a bill to prohibit the use of
billboards.

The state federation encouraged all clubs to

devote at least one program annually to billboard
18
rest ric tion.
The Civic League picked up the billboard campaign early
in the 1920s.

In November 1923, the Williamsburg City

Council unanimously passed an ordinance that would ban
billboards from Duke of Gloucester Street but allow them
in other parts of town. Civic League members attending a
later City Council meeting presented a letter from their
group and a c i t i z e n s 1 petition with 157 signatures requesting
that the council frame a new ordinance to exclude billboards
19
from the entire town.
In a letter to the City Council—
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signed by League members Jeanette Kelly, Edith Smith,
Elizabeth Scott Crawford, and Lila Swem— the group stated the
signs of the Dixie Poster Advertising Company in Toano were
of no civic value.

Furthermore,

"They detract from the looks

of the place and they show a materialism and lack of civic
20
idealism and pride."
Concerned that such billboard advertising would spread
to Williamsburg,

the Civic League supported a resolution to

rescind the city council ordinance and to keep billboards
from the streets of the town.

In addition to its goal of

beautification of the environs of Williamsburg, League
members were conscious of other billboard restriction
campaigns undertaken by similar groups and the importance of
educating children to be responsible citizens.

The existence

of billboards within the limits of Williamsburg violated the
Civic L e a g u e ’s conception of a clean, orderly, attractive,
and sanitary town.

The efforts of the group to influence

City Council through letter, petition, and resolution failed.
Even though urged to change the ordinance by the "largest
organization of citizens in the city," the council decided to
keep the ordinance as it stood because it was in the best

21
interest of the community.

During the billboard campaign

waged by the Civic League,

it became apparent that the civic

group and City Council were often working at cross-purposes;
the Civic League continued to pursue its municipal

ideal

while the council tried to promote the Progressive goal of
greater economy and efficiency in government,

often ignoring
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the reform-minded desires of the local citizens and club
22
members.
During the 1930s, the Civic League's local motion
picture campaign paralleled that of state and national
women's club federations.

Women's clubs as a whole

campaigned to restrict the distribution of morally
objectionable movies.

Fletty describes the two methods used

by the GFWC that filtered down to the Virginia Federation and
individual state clubs:

initially, women's clubs worked to

have state legislatures pass movie censorship laws, and
later,

federations and clubs appointed review committees to
23
recommend films to the public.
The GFWC was instrumental in obtaining censorship laws
in several states

including New York, Virginia, and

Massachusetts in 1922.

According to Northington,

the bill

adopted by the Virginia General Assembly provided for review
and licensing of commercial motion pictures before public
release:

"Films are to be licensed

. . . unless they are

found to be in whole or in part obscene,

indecent,

immoral,

inhumane or of a nature that their exhibition would tend to
24
incite crime or corrupt moral s.”
By the late 1920s and the early 1930s, the focus of
women's clubs had shifted from state to national "censorship”
laws.

At the January 6, 1931, meeting the Williamsburg Civic

League--”convinced that the Motion Picture Industry . . .
forms a distinct menace to our own children and gives a false
and low picture of the United States to the world in
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general"--voted to urge their representatives

in Congress to

pass two motion picture bills coming up to a vote.
were the Brookhart bill
and the Hudson bill
1930.

(S. 1003),

(H.R. 9986),

These

introduced May 7, 1929,

introduced February 17,

Although not directly aimed at improving

the moral tone of movies,
Brookhart bill because

the Civic League supported the

it would shift the control of

individual theaters to the local level, where the group had
more influence on the pictures shown.

The Brookhart bill was

designed
To prevent the obstruction of and burdens upon
interstate trade and commerce in copyrighted motion-picture
films, and to prevent restraint upon free competition in
the production, distribution, and exhibition of copyrighted
motion-picture films, and to prevent the further
monopolization of the business of producing, distributing,
and exhibiting copyrighted motion-picture films.
To achieve the objective of competition in the motion-picture
industry, the bill prohibited block-booking
large quantities),

blind-booking

(leasing films in

(leasing films not

exhibited), and control of theaters by producers and
25
distributors.
According to Senator Brookhart (R.,
Iowa),

"The only way in which the public can retain any

control over the kind of pictures shown on the screen is to
retain the independent theater owner,

insure to him the right

to select his films, and then hold him responsible for the
kind of films he shows."

Whereas the motion picture

industry

saw in the bill the threat of censorship, Brookhart defined

26
it as a means for the industry to practice self-regulation.
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The Hudson bill went even further in its stipulations to
restrict and regulate the motion picture industry in the
guise of protecting the industry from unfair trade practices
and monopoly.

If passed, the bill would have created a

nonpartisan federal motion picture commission,

required every

film to have a license from the commission, given the
commission the power to supervise advertising, and made the
motion picture a public utility subject to regulation.
According to Representative Grant Hudson (R., Michigan),
,fInstead of endeavoring to eliminate the objectionable parts
of films by the so-called censorship board in cities and
States,

[the bill] provides for the supervision over the

making of films at the source and during the process of
27
p rodu ct io n.”
The Hudson bill advocated shifting the regulatory powers
from localities and states to a federal body.

Many concerned

c i t i z e n s 1 groups did not believe the motion picture industry
was either willing or capable of self-regulation.

Dr. Fred

Eastman— author of a series of articles concerning movies in
the Christian Century in 1930— was a proponent of both the
Brookhart and Hudson bills and was cited in Hudson's argument
for the latter bill.

Many parents, teachers, civic leagues,

and church groups read and agreed with Eastman, who defined
children as the victims of bad movies.

According to Eastman,

both bills "have been drafted in response to the demand of an
outraged public that this industry be brought under some form
of social control.

Thus far it has shown a greater
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disposition to make money out of muck than to help us make
good citizens out of our children.”

Appealing to the

educational goal of women's civic clubs to prepare children
to be good citizens, Eastman stated the bills "provide simply
for social control."

He called for every church, parent-

teacher association, woman's club, and civic organization to
28
support the Brookhart and Hudson bills.
The bills never became laws,

in part because of the

defensive response of the motion picture

industry.

In the

early 1930s, the industry attempted to forestall public
efforts at censorship through self-regu la tio n.
Picture Producers and Distributors Association

The Motion
(MPPDA)

conducted experiments with self-censorship between 1922 and
1930 under the presidency of former Postmaster General
William Hays.

The threat of moral boycott from various

organizations provided Hays with the ammunition he needed to
convince movie industry executives that self-regulation was
in their best interests.

Between 1930 and 1934, the industry

created the Production Code Administration to administer
standards for production adopted by the MPPDA.

Under the

code, producers had to submit scripts in advance of
production and were advised about cuts needed in order to
gain the code seal.

Standards of the code involved twelve

areas including crimes,

sex, vulgarity,

feelings, and repellent subjects.

obscenity, national

A Fortune article on the

Hays office, commented that state censorship laws and local
movie review boards had lost their reasons for being with the
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assumption of self-regulation by the industry:
In effect, the Hays organization anticipates their
criticisms and recommends changes to the film producers in
advance of distribution with the result that of the pictures
passed by the MPPDA last year only a negligible few suffered
cuts of any kind from the state censors. 29
Local groups did not, however, give up their efforts to
control what movies appeared in their communities. This local
censoring influence over motion pictures initially appeared
in the 1909 formation of the National Board of Censorship, a
volunteer citizens'

committee that inspected films prior to

release to the public.

The committee consisted of
30

representatives from civic, social, and religious agencies.
In 1914, the National Board of Censorship changed its name to
the National Board of Review and shifted its focus from
censorship to selection of films.

This shift to review and

selection of films to be viewed by the public allowed
concerned citizens'

groups to maintain some discretionary

power over motion pictures.
The National Board of Review organized the Better Films
National Council.

The Council sought to formulate thought

regarding movies by "furnishing a leadership which placed at
the disposal of women's clubs, religious and social groups,
and others working on the problem of film regulation,
information regarding the better and the exceptional
31
films."
By the mid 1930s, the Williamsburg Civic League
had appointed itself the local review board for mov ies— and
thus the guardian of local morality and purity.

By 1935, the

motion picture committee of the Civic League was running
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previews of movies in both the Virginia Gazette and the
Newport News Daily P r e s s .

The previews were not the opinions

of the local committee, but that of various national
organizations not connected with the motion picture industry
32
whose opinions local clubs endorsed.
The motion picture
committee of the Civic League pledged to "present informative
material regarding local pictures, especially those for
children; and also encourage the production of good
pictures."

The Civic League also met with success when it

lobbied the local theater owner to promotion family movie
33
programs and children's matinees.
Consciously echoing Eastman's phrases of "social
control" as the solution for a "social problem now almost out
of control," the Civic League joined other women's clubs in
its concern about the detrimental

impact of motion pictures

on entertainment and education:
It is wrong in every sense of the word to allow our
own sons and daughters to be exposed to the influence of
such pictures and when we think of the millions of overseas
sons and daughters seeing American life represented on the
screen as being so often immoral, depraved, and filthy
instead of inspiring and helpful it seems to me the time
is ripe for us women to fight their cause for purer
entertainment and means of education. 34
To combat the threat of unsuitable motion pictures, the
Williamsburg Civic League stressed pure entertainment and
responsible education and relied on community cooperation and
local regulation of motion pictures through previews to
achieve a pure and ordered town.

The League resorted to

community regulation when national and motion picture
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industry responsibility failed.

Club members' concern with

citizenship and purity provided the League motivation for
assuming the role of community regulator of motion pictures.
The Civic League depended on local cooperation and
federation to achieve its goals.

Cooperation with local

groups increased the League's influence and ability to carry
out programs in the Williamsburg community.

This influence

encouraged the development of the Civic League as a club with
broadly based community programs.

Local committees relied on

women's contributions because of the existence of a network
of active Williamsburg women involved in a variety of groups.
Local cooperation on the part of the Civic League
carried over into the creation of club federations.

League

members worked with club women who shared similar goals and
concerns from surrounding towns.

These federations usually

followed agendas set by state and national bodies.

The Civic

League's acceptance of campaigns set by federations placed
the group within the conservative mainstream of club
activity.

The League attempted to protect the ordered,

attractive, moral, stable community of Williamsburg through
its involvement in the billboard and motion picture
campaigns.

Local influence, broad-based programs, and

adherence to federation campaigns insured success for the
Civic League's efforts to establish social control in the
community.
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CHAPTER V
RESTORATION,

DEPRESSION,

AND DISSOLUTION

OF THE WILLIAMSBURG CIVIC LEAGUE

Starting in 1927, an effort to return Williamsburg to
its eighteenth-century appearance and to create a living
museum under the Rockefeller Restoration initially paralleled
but ultimately replaced the Civic League*s work to insure a
clean,

ordered, and attractive town.

For the most part,

local residents did not oppose Restoration efforts.

In fact,

after Restoration work actually began, the Virginia Gazette
encouraged local citizens and groups to help the Restoration.
An editorial appearing January 24, 1930, stated that
Williamsburg needed a road-building program.

With new roads,

argued the newspaper, wealthy visitors to the Restoration
would be impressed and would buy property and build homes in
Williamsburg.

The Gazette also urged the Civic League to

cooperate with the city engineer to achieve a road program.
The following month, the Gazette stated that although the
Restoration was doing much to beautify old lawns, citizens
should keep their premises clean and their lawns and gardens

1
well-plan te d.
The Civic League generally supported Restoration efforts
because they served educational, civic, and cultural
purposes.

Along with other club women, Civic League members

had previously shown interest in the history of the town.

In
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fact, many local residents became involved in historic
preservation through the primarily female Association for the
Preservation of Virginia Antiquities

(APVA).

Founded in 1888

by Mary Jeffrey Galt and officially organized in 1889 by
Williamsburg resident Cynthia Tucker Coleman, the APVA played
a vital role in the initial attempts to restore colonial
Williamsburg.

The APVA incorporated the ideas of the Gospel

of Preservation,

in which preservationists appreciated

historical buildings and sites for

their associations with

the past and ability to convey traditional values, not for
their aesthetics or architecture.

"Believing that America's

future stability and success rested upon an allegiance to old
precepts, preservationists preached the gospel,

organized

societies, memorialized events, and preserved buildings which
2
reified those values and customs."
The aims of the APVA included

the protection and

maintenance of the symbols of tradition in the selection of
buildings and sites, the unification of the leading
propertied classes through the acceptance of traditionalism
and the Gospel of Preservation, and the education of
immigrants, workers, and ex-slaves through the preserved past
3
and traditions.
In Williamsburg,

leading families undertook the

restoration of the town through the influential Williamsburg
branch of the APVA.

Local APVA leaders who shaped the first

Williamsburg restoration in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries included Cynthia Coleman, Lyon G. Tyler,
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and W.A.R. Goodwin.
colonial Magazine,

The local chapter focused on the
the foundations of the Capitol, and Bruton

Church as sites to be preserved.

The Williamsburg branch of

the APVA experienced the most activity and change in the
1920s.

The APVA, however,

second restoration.

lost ground with the advent of the

The Restoration replaced efforts of

various local groups to restore and preserve colonial sites
in Williamsburg.

The APVA maintained some nominal

involvement, but sacrificed its work to the Restoration,
which could achieve more with the money donated by
4
Rockefeller .
Northington states that both the General Federation of
W o m e n ’s Clubs and the Virginia Federation supported the
preservation of historic sites as symbols of national and
state history and the creation of a system of national parks.
The Civic League responded positively to the national and
state federations' encouragement of historic preservation.
In January 1930, the Civic League sent "a letter of
appreciation to be included in the Williamsburg letter of
thanks to Mr. Rockefeller for the restoration work he is
5
doing h er e.”
Furthermore, representatives from the Civic
League served on the planning and zoning commission created
to improve the appearance of Williamsburg and the Advisory
Committee on Restoration,
efforts,

both cooperating with Restoration

either directly or indirectly.

In his Gazette article,

"The Restoration Has Wrought

Wonders For This Community," J. Statton Tohill stated that
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the Restoration had improved the appearance and prosperity of
the town and had restored the importance of Williamsburg to
history.

Tohill also countered opposition residents might

have to the inconvenience and property loss involved in the
Res tora ti on :
A few persons have complained of the fact that the
reconstruction has taken some of the buildings from the
already limited housing facilities of Williamsburg.
In
reply to this, it is conservative to state that for every
building withdrawn from active use in Williamsburg,
there have been three constructed as a result of the
restoration corporation's activities here. 6
It seems that the only time the Civic League reacted to the
inconvenience posed by the Restoration involved the library.
In April 1931, the Civic League received word from Restoration
authorities to vacate the library building because it was
needed for Restoration purposes.

In November of the same

year, the club and the Restoration agreed that the old Court
House would be used as the public library building.

By

October 1932, however, the Restoration had decided to use the
Court House for museum purposes.

Civic League members

expressed concern about the difficulty in finding a permanent
place for the library:
with

"although we are anxious to cooperate

[Restoration authorities]

in this respect, yet we are

also anxious that all citizens should realize the importance
of providing a city library adequate for present and future
7
use.”
The Civic League supported and even cooperated in
Restoration work and only voiced its concern when Restoration
efforts threatened a vital civic service the club provided
the community.

Civic League members'

fear with the
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building situation stemmed from their concern that the
transformation of Williamsburg into a museum would overshadow
and neglect basic community services such as the public
library.

Whereas the Restoration could fulfill the cultural

aspects of the Civic League conception of an ideal town, the
club had to safeguard aspects not fulfilled by Restoration
work.
During the Depression, many citizens came to see the
Restoration as a financially beneficial influence.

A 1930

Gazette editorial attributed Williamsburg's continued
prosperity and low rate of unemployment to the Restoration.
Both the 1930 census and a survey conducted by the Civic
League in conjunction with the Virginia Federation reported
little or no unemployment in Williamsburg and James City

8
County.

The low level of unemployment in Williamsburg

stemmed not only from Rockefeller expenditures but also from
the Restoration's hiring policy.

An October 1930 article

described an increase in projects undertaken and an
expenditure of one million dollars by the Restoration:
The expenditure of all this money now will be
appreciated by those living here.
Only local people will
be employed is the statement by Mr. Chorley [resident vice
president of the Williamsburg Holding Corporation], so
that, as far as Williamsburg is concerned there will be no
unemployment this winter. 9
The conscious efforts of Rockefeller and Restoration
authorities to alleviate any unemployment in Williamsburg
continued through the early 1930s.

An article appearing in

the Gazette in April 1932, stated there would be no
curtailment of the Restoration because of the Depression.

In
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fact, actual construction work of the Holding Corporation had
increased forty to fifty percent.

The Restoration employed

approximately four hundred people, and Rockefeller's total
expenditures had reached nine million dollars by 1932.

The

Gazette attributed the speed-up of Restoration work to
Rockefeller's desire to "give as much work as possible to the
unemployed."

The continuation of Restoration work protected

Williamsburg from the impact of the Depression:

"It is

through the large amount of work now going on that
Williamsburg has been kept out of the depression slump and
also to the fact that during all this time the highest wages
have been paid.

As a result,

there is no hard times in

10
W i 11 iamsburg."
Even though the Restoration immediately benefitted
Williamsburg during the Depression,

it ultimately helped to

bring about the dissolution of the Williamsburg Civic League.
In essence,

the Restoration took over the cultural program of

the Civic League.

Also, by alleviating unemployment,

the

Restoration denied the Civic League a vital form of local
activism that most women's clubs participated in during the
Depression— welfare.

Throughout the Depression, most women's

clubs directed their energies at welfare work such as
procuring jobs for the unemployed and serving hot school
lun c h e s .
On the national level, the GFWC became involved in the
home economics movement and campaigned for housewives to use
labor-saving devices and learn efficient housework techniques
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during the Depression.

The home economics movement was part

of a larger campaign to recognize the economic role of women
in the household.

An article appearing in both the GFWC and

Virginia Federation magazines

in 1933 stressed the importance

of women's economic responsibility for the success of
President Roosevelt's National Recovery Administration.

The

article encouraged women to buy Blue Eagle products at Blue
Eagle establishments.

The responsibilities of club women in

the NRA campaign included buying power and the ability to
direct public sentiment, according to another article
appearing in the Virginia Club W o m a n :

"Club women have the

power and the ability to make the sentiment about the NRA
program so favorable that the public will feel that it is
their duty and their privilege as citizens of the United
11
States to uphold the President's Recovery Program."
The
effort to have club women support the NRA and the emphasis
placed on home economics combined club women's experience

in

the domestic sphere with the public influence they had
gradually accumulated during the Progressive era in their
continued activism.
Although the Civic League participated in these and
other local programs to some degree,

the effectiveness of the

club declined during the 1930s for a variety of reasons such
as a stagnant membership and the replacement of programs and
services by other local groups.

Many women's organizations

could not maintain their effectiveness and influence during
the Depression.

This curtailed impact stemmed from declining
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membership and lack of money.

The Civic League recognized

the problem with membership in the Hay 1935, report of the
Membership Committee:
As every woman*s organization in Williamsburg has
discovered this year, this has not been a "joining” year,
but rather a time when our women have tended to withdraw
from their civic and church activities because of
em ployme nt.
The Membership Committee also reported that at the beginning
of 1935 there had been seventy-five prospective members of
the Civic League but only fourteen had actually joined the
13
group.
In general, the impact of the Depression brought a
decline in women's activism as women's involvement in the
public sphere brought conservative criticism.

Whereas some

women took jobs during the Depression to supplement the
family income, many remained at home and gave up involvement
in the public sphere.

These changes brought down the

membership level of women's clubs such as the Civic League.
The difficulty the Civic League had in finding a
president for the group in 1936 demonstrated to the members
the decline in interest and effectiveness of the
organization.

The Executive Committee consequently

investigated the possibility of dissolving the club.

The

committee cited a number a reasons for disbanding the Civic
League:

its cultural program had been effectively taken over

by the Restoration and the College of William and Mary,

its

civic work had also been adopted by other organizations,

its

members were increasingly busy with other local groups.

In

effect, Executive Committee members believed that the "active
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and cultural features usually suggested by the standard
woman's club are no longer vital" in Williamsburg.

(See

Appendix II for the full report of the Executive Committee.)
The Executive Committee offered a suggestion for future
involvement in response to younger members' argument that
there was still a place for a woman's club in the town.

The

committee suggested the creation of a junior club that older
members could join.
Despite this suggestion and the hesitation to dissolve
the club, at the end of 19 36 Anne Chapman moved to disband
the Civic League, effective January 1, 1937.

Citing its

thirty years of public service to the town, Chapman stated in
her resolution,

"this service is now being carried on by the

various special organizations which are many of them
offspring of the Leag ue. ”

Chapman also argued that the

club's dedication to the cultural situation in Williamsburg
was not longer vital:
Peculiar and rich cultural advantages are offered to
the citizens of this unique and favored city by reason of
its 'Restoration' as a center for the study of history of
the Nation and also the ever-increasing interest of the
programs offered at the College of William and Mary. (See
Appendix III for complete resolution.)
At the December 1, 1936, meeting the members of the Civic
League accepted the motion to disband, which then carried.
During the last meeting, the group decided how its remaining
funds would be spent.

The League gave twenty-five dollars to

the Girl Scouts and the remaining money in the treasury the
group presented to Anne Chapman— an original member of the
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club and the town librarian--as a memorial gift to be used
14
for the library.
Ironically, the League helped prepare the way for the
Restoration in its emphasis on town beautification and
culture, and the Restoration ultimately replaced the League
with its own historical programs and undercut the club's
vitality in the town.

In its first decade,

the Civic League

provided a number of basic community services needed in
Williamsburg— educational,
programs.

health, cultural, and civic

The group did not

town but on many in

focus on any one aspect of the

order to achieve its goal of creating

ordered, attractive, vital, and progressive town.
the 1920s and 1930s, however,

an

Throughout

other organizations were formed

that focused on various aspects of the League's overall
public service.

The Woman's Club focused on education,

the

Garden Club on town beautification, and the Restoration on
culture and history.
Furthermore,

bodies such as the City Council and the

School Board assumed some of the roles and various services
previously provided by the League.

By the mid 1930s,

the

Civic League--created for the purpose of town improvement—
felt it could offer

no vital service for town improvement

with its diminished

programs and divided interest in the

group by women involved in other organizations with focused,
specific goals.

In addition,

the Depression saw a general

decline in women's activism as many women worked to
supplement the family income or returned to the home under
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pressure of a conservative society.
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CONCLUSION
During its formative period,

1907-1919,

the Educational

and Civic Association participated in the larger Progressive
movement by joining the ranks of civic clubs, chambers of
commerce, and the urban middle-class working for civic
improvement and reform.

For southern women,

civic clubs

served as an extension of homemaking activities, as seen in
the first phase of civic activity in Municipal Housekeeping,
while resting in the middle ground between aggressive
suffrage groups and conservative church groups.

The four

areas of ECA concentration--community betterment, education,
culture, and health— were all traditionally rooted in the
home, and thus were accepted as women's

interests.

The town of Williamsburg and its newspaper commended the
initiative and civic involvement of ECA members,

who like

many clubwomen of the middle- and upper-class had more time
than their husbands to deal with community problems.

The

only time the ECA faced town and Gazette disapproval occurred
when the group allowed competition to replace cooperation
during the split over constitutional revision and
interpretation.

By foregoing cooperation,

even temporarily,

the group threatened the movement for civic improvement
through which the ECA had made Williamsburg more modern,
sanitary, active, cultural, and civic-minded.

During its

first twelve years, the ECA tried to increase its influence
and extend its programs through cooperation with other
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groups.

At the same time,

the ECA insured it stayed within

the mainstream club movement through federation with state
and national groups of women's clubs.
By the end of its first decade, however, the ECA
demanded a more direct influence in Williamsburg, as seen in
the group's agitation for the appointment of a woman to the
school board.

The ECA realized that the limits to its

influence lay in its voluntary nature and many-faceted
programs.

Even though the group filled the need for civic

improvement in Williamsburg,
with this limited role.

the ECA was no longer satisfied

The group wanted to have a voice

in

the creation and development of school policy as concerned
mothers and citizens.
In its second decade of existence, the ECA's name change
coincided with a change
goals.

in approach for achieving the group's

With the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment,

club

women shifted the justification of their involvement from
that of homemakers to that of concerned citizens and
knowledgeable voters.

The goal of the Williamsburg Civic

League remained civic improvement, but the group added state
and national agitation to its local base.

Applying the

campaigns of the GFWC and the Virginia Federation to the
Williamsburg community and endorsing legislation constituted
this wider agitation.

The Civic League remained within the

definition of social feminism,
Municipal Housekeeping,

or more, appropriately,

by continuing to work for community

improvement instead of individual advancement.
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The campaigns of the national and state federations
adopted by the Civic League extended the group's ideas about
the ideal town and citizenship to outside forces affecting
the immediate community.
campaign

As part of the Virginia Federation

the Civic League cooperated with other area clubs

to establish a scholarship fund for a local white girl to
attend William and Mary.

This scholarship, as conceived by

the club women, would provide a local girl with the
opportunity to receive an education that would prepare her to
be a useful citizen.
This idea of improving the young as a means of improving
the community,

both in the present and the future, also

appears in the motion picture campaign waged by the League.
By supporting national censorship laws Civic League members
hoped to protect their moral,

ordered town and to forestall

the negative impact of movies on children and their future as
citizens.

Even when the national laws failed, the Civic

League acted as a local censoring influence by reviewing and
selecting movies appropriate for the community.

Another

group concern apparent in the motion picture campaign, as
well as in the billboard campaign, was that of commercialism.
In both campaigns,

the Civic League worked to secure

community interests of morality,

order, and beauty over

selfish interests to make money through films and
advertis i n g .
Although the Civic League supported and cooperated with
Restoration efforts in the late 1920s and 1930s, the group
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ultimately sacrificed its own cultural and historical
interests to an organization specifically geared to restoring
colonial Williamsburg.

The only anxiety the League had about

the Restoration work was that community needs would receive a
lower priority that Restoration goals.
The Village Improvement Society— and its later
incarnations,

the Educational and Civic Association and the

Williamsburg Civic League— was originally created and served
as the only local group working for civic improvement through
its multi-faceted programs.

Initially,

the ECA cooperated

with other local groups and agitated the City Council for
reform to achieve its ends.

By the late 1920s and 1930s, the

need for improvement remained,

but other groups had since

been organized to fill specific local needs.

In its early

years the multi-faceted programs of the ECA facilitated the
shaping of an attractive,
By the 1930s, however,

orderly, healthy,

cooperative town.

the Civic League could no longer

address all local concerns because they were too numerous,
too complicated, and too unwieldy.

Other local groups could

assume Civic League programs and goals because these
organizations limited their scope and often had specialized
training to carry out these goals.
The Civic League set the precedent for cooperation,
change, and progress in Williamsburg and laid the groundwork
for other groups.

The distaff side played a vital role in

creating and maintaining an orderly, attractive,
in the thirty years of the Civic League.

clean town

Once the group had
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established the basis of an ideal town, other groups took
over with specific goals and programs to maintain these
ideals in the Williamsburg community.
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APPENDIX I
CIVIC LEAGUE MEMBERS REGISTERED TO VOTE

DATE

NAME

OCCUPATION

AGE

1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1923
1920
1920
1921
1921
1920
1920
1927
1929
1929
1920
1928
1925
1928
1928
1920
1928
1925
1920
1929
1920
1927

Mrs. Mary Coleman
Elizabeth Crawford
Mrs. H.D. Cole
Elizabeth Colema
Emily Christian
Anne Chapman
Mrs. Mabel Friend
Lucy Vaiden
Mrs. Lila Swem
Edith Smith
Jeanette Kelly
Lottie Garrett
Mrs. H.C. Krebs
Estelle Smith
Cora Smith
Mrs. M.W. Foster
Mrs. S.D. Southworth
Mabel Massey
Mrs. Tucker Jones
Mrs. F.R. Savage
Mrs. R.W. Mahone
Mrs. A.W. Dearing
Mrs. B .I . Bell
Mrs. C.G. Reeve
Mrs. W.G. Guy
Mrs. R.B. Watts
Mrs. Philip Nelson

Housewi fe

45
47

it

ii

ii

ii

•i

ii

Librar ian
None
Housewi fe
ii

n

n

ii

ii

ii

Housewife
ii

ii

Housekeeper
it

ii

Housewife
Homemaker
Co. Home Dem.
Housewife
ii

ii

Housekeeping
Homemaker
Housewife
Housekeeper
Housewi fe
Housekeeper
Housewi fe

?3
50
55
44
51
45
54
38
74
59
67
70
24
30
46
39
30
25
22
27
50
31
34
43

S o u r c e ; Voter Registration Records, Cole Family Papers, Box IX,
Special Collections and Rare Books Department, College of William
and Mary.
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APPENDIX II
DISCUSSION OF CLUB DISSOLUTION
(at October 23, 1936 executive committee meeting)
We all realize that we are living in an absolutely
unique city where the active and cultural features usually
suggested by the standard woman's club are no longer vital.
The hostess and guide service which is so necessarily a part
of the successful and appropriate conduct of our new life as
a center for the study of history of our nation--requires
abilities usually employed in the offices and committees of
the standard woman's club.
The wealth of cultural interests
opened to us by the Restoration and the College seem to be
sufficient to take the place of the usual study committees in
the club's programs.
As for our civic work--that too is
taken care of in other and unique ways and owing to the
smallness of the number of women not engaged in regular work
of some kind we who are supposedly of the "leisure class"
find increasing calls for extra service in the other
organizations of the city.
Many of these are the direct
offspring of our own club and others are necessary to carry
on the church and other specific interests of the city.

S o u r c e ; Civic League Papers, Box III, Folder 17, Special
Collections and Rare Books Department, College of William and
Mary.
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APPENDIX III
RESOLUTION TO DISBAND CLUB
(made by Anne Chapman at the November 3, 19 36
and January 1, 1937 regular meetings)
In order to put this momentous question before the Civic
Club for discussion, I, as the only charter member of the
Civic League--present the following resolution.
Whereas, the Association best known by the name of the
Civic League will complete in January thirty years of active
service in the building up of this community and in the
promotion of public welfare, and
Whereas, this service is now being efficiently carried
on by the various special organizations which are many of
them the offspring of the League and
Whereas, peculiar and rich cultural advantages are
offered to the citizens of this unique and favored city by
reason of its "Restoration" as a center for the study of the
history of the Nation and also by the ever-increasing
interest of the programs offered at the College of William
and Mary—
Resolved,

that this organization disband on January 1st,

1937.
Source:
Civic League Papers, Box III, Folder 17, Special
Collections and Rare Books Department, College of William and
Mary.
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